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Abstract

Nonconvex polyhedral models of workpieces or
robot parts can be directly tested for interference�
without resorting to a previous decomposition into
convex entities ����� Here we show that this in�
terference detection� based on the elemental edge �
face intersection test� can be performed e�ciently	
a strategy based on applicability constraints re�
duces drastically the set of edge � face pairings
that have to be considered for intersection� This is
accomplished by using an appropriate representa�
tion� the Spherical Face Orientation Graph� devel�
oped by the authors� as well as feature pairing al�
gorithms� based on the plane sweep paradigm� that
have been adapted to work on that representation�
Furthermore� the bene
ts of such a strategy ex�
tend to the computation of a lower distance bound
between the polyhedra� both lowering the compu�
tational e�ort and improving the quality of the
bound� Experimental results con
rm the expected
advantages of this strategy�

� Introduction

The execution time of an interference detec�
tion algorithm is obviously very tightly related to
the complexity of the object models involved� If
polyhedral models are used� and this is the most
popular option� interference is checked by means
of a number of very simple edge�face tests� In
other words� the formulation is very easy from
an algebraic point of view� but may be combi�
natorially expensive if the description of the ob�
ject requires a large number of primitives� This
is the case of objects with complicated shapes for
which interference needs to be assessed exactly�

�This work has been partially supported by the Span�
ish Science and Technology Commission �CICYT� under
contract TIC������	�C����	 �project 
Analysis of spatial
constraints and its application to mechanical design and
robotic task simulation���

in applications such as motion in contact� or as�
sembly�disassembly problems� Therefore� tech�
niques that allow to perform interference detec�
tion with the fewest number of elemental descrip�
tors are welcome� Here� one such complexity�
lowering technique is presented�

The �rst reduction of descriptors comes from
the adoption of a decomposition�free approach to
interference detection ��	
� The problem is not
the decomposition process per se� which in gen�
eral has to be performed only once� but rather its
result� the introduction of a large number of �c�
titious primitives� that have to be considered in
the interference tests� although they do not cor�
respond to actual features of the objects� This is
avoided if no such decomposition is needed�

A further reduction in the number of polyhe�
dral primitives to be considered can be attained
by restricting as much as possible the parts of the
polyhedra where the interference detection test
must be applied� Among the di�erent strategies
devised to this end� we have to mention

� the incremental minimum distance realiza�
tion technique ��
 used in the collision detec�
tion library I COLLIDE ��
� where a neigh�
borhood criterion is exploited together with
coherence between time frames� originally re�
lying on the convexity of the involved poly�
hedra� this technique has recently been ex�
tended to cope with nonconvex polyhedra
���
��

� the exploitation of hierarchical boundary rep�
resentations ��
� that allows a rapid focusing
on the regions of the objects boundaries rel�
evant to detect collisions� as shown in the
RAPID and V COLLIDE libraries ��
�

� back�face culling ���
� where faces whose nor�
mal has a negative projection on the relative
motion vector are eliminated�

� the separating vector algorithm used to de�
velop Q COLLIDE �	
� which combines an ef�



�cient computation of the separating plane
with time coherence�

� and the applicability constraints ��
 which
permit detecting those vertex�face and edge�
edge pairings that can really come into con�
tact� if only translational motions are permit�
ted�

These strategies rely on di�erent criteria� some
of which may be combined� Note� however� that
the two latter methods work strictly for convex
polyhedra� In particular� the last one has been ex�
ploited in ���
� where a geometric representation
of the applicability relationships� called Spherical
Face Orientation Graph �SFOG�� was developed
to e�ciently restrict the search to those edge�
face pairs that may contact �rst� when the ob�
jects are initially disjoint and their relative orien�
tation is known� Experimental results showed a
linear growing of the number of edge�face candi�
dates with the complexity of the involved polyhe�
dra �instead of the quadratic number of all possi�
ble edge�face combinations��

The present work deals with the extension of
this strategy to nonconvex polyhedra� The par�
ticular features of the SFOG representation in the
nonconvex case require an algorithmic treatment
di�erent from the one in the convex case� The pro�
posed new algorithms� together with the experi�
mental results that we have obtained� constitute
the main contributions of this work�

The paper is structured as follows� For self�
containment� Sections � and  review the items
on which the present work is based� the edge�face
intersection test� that allows a decomposition�free
interference detection between nonconvex polyhe�
dra� and its associated lower distance bound func�
tion ��	
� as well as the geometric representation of
the applicability constraints ���
 that constitutes
the input to the algorithms explained in Section
�� These algorithms are based on the plane sweep
paradigm� Experimental results are displayed in
Section 	� concerning not only the savings in com�
putational e�ort provided by the proposed strat�
egy� but also the improvement in the quality of
the lower distance bound function� Conclusions
are given at the end of the paper� as well as fur�
ther lines of research�

� Decomposition�free interference

detection and distance computa�

tion

The typical edge�face intersection test contem�
plates only the case of the face being a convex
polygon ��
� This means that a nonconvex face
has to be split into convex parts� and the test has

to be applied between the edge and each one of
these parts� This decomposition can be avoided if
the edge�face intersection predicate in ��	
 is used�
as described in what follows�

For edge e to intersect a possibly nonconvex
face f � two conditions must simultaneously hold�

� both endpoints of the edge� ��e and ��e�
must be in opposite halfspaces� of those de�
�ned by the plane that contains the face f �
and

� the line supporting the edge e must intersect
the face f �

This test can be realized through a logical com�
bination of the truth values of basic contact pred�
icates� Any contact between two polyhedra can
be described in terms of the two basic contacts�
the vertex � face and the edge � edge contact�
The basic contact functions Av�f and Be��e� are
computed using the coordinates of the features in�
volved in these basic contacts� and the basic con�
tact predicates Av�f and Be��e� are the truth val�
ues associated to the signs of the basic contact
functions�

The two parts of the intersection predicate can
be easily identi�ed �see ��	
 for details��

�A��e�f �A��e�f ��
�
L

ef��f
�A��ef �fe �A��ef �fe� � �A��ef �fe �Be�ef �


where � is the exclusive OR connector� and �f
represents the set of edges in the boundary of face
f �

To perform interference detection between the
boundaries of two polyhedra� this predicate has to
be applied to all possible edge � face pairings�

The values of the basic contact functions Av�f

and Be��e� correspond to primitive vertex � plane
and line � line distances� respectively� If they are
combined in the same way as in the predicate
above� using functional operators instead of logi�
cal ones� a lower bound on the distance between
the edge and the face is obtained�

min�smin�A��e �f � A��e �f ��

sminef��f �min�smin�A��ef �fe
� A��ef �fe

��

smin�A��ef �fe
� Be�ef ����

where smin is a parity function corresponding to
the exclusive OR connector�

If the edge and the face do not intersect� the
sign of this function is negative� A lower bound
on the distance between the polyhedra is com�
puted by taking the maximum value of all these
functions �for all the edge � face combinations��
This has been stated in ��	
 and has been for�
mally proved in ���
� where the degenerate case
in which the function reports contact �is equal to
zero� while the polyhedra may actually be apart�
has been analyzed�



� Geometric representation of ap�

plicability constraints

The applicability constraints were developed in
��
 as necessary and su�cient conditions for the
two basic contacts �vertex � face and edge � edge�
between the features of two convex polyhedra
whose relative orientation does not change� These
constraints allow to restrict considerably the set of
edge � face candidates for �rst intersection� if the
contact of a vertex and a face is applicable� only
one of the adjacent edges to the vertex has to be
considered for intersection with the face� whereas
for an applicable edge � edge contact� the can�
didates are the edges themselves and their adja�
cent faces� Despite speci�c worst cases� where the
number of candidates generated by the applica�
bility constraints is quadratic �in the number of
features of the involved polyhedra�� experimental
evidence exists for the reduction of the set of can�
didates to a linear size in the convex case ���
�

As nonconvex polyhedra are considered� the ap�
plicability constraints become necessary but not
su�cient conditions for contact� A contact be�
tween features for which the applicability condi�
tions hold is now said to be locally applicable� as
other features of the polyhedra �not considered
in the applicability conditions� may prevent the
contact from being actually realizable� False can�
didates for edge � face intersection may arise� thus
leading towards a conservative strategy�

In order to obtain e�ciently all the applicable
vertex � face and edge � edge pairings� a suitable
representation needs to be used� In ���
� we devel�
oped the Spherical Face Orientation Graph
�SFOG�� a dual representation of a polyhedron
on the unit sphere of orientations� with an ex�
plicit depiction of the adjacency relationships� A
node on the sphere stands for a face �as the di�
rection of the outgoing vector of the plane that
supports this face�� an arc on a maximal circle
joining two nodes represents the edge shared by
the corresponding faces �minor arcs correspond to
convex edges� major arcs to concave ones�� and a
vertex is represented by a cycle of arcs and nodes
�i�e�� the adjacent edges and faces� which bound
a region on the sphere if the vertex is convex or
pseudo�convex �called convex subregion in the lat�
ter case�� These ideas are depicted in the leftmost
column of Figure �� where the SFOGs of a tetra�
hedron �top� and of a rectangular prism �bottom�
are displayed� and in Figure � which illustrates the
particularities attached to nonconvex polyhedra�
concave arcs� convex subregions �csr� correspond�
ing to local convex hulls� and possible overlapping
of convex subregions�

The applicability relationships can be deter�
mined by superimposing the SFOG of one polyhe�

dron on the central symmetric image of the other
one �Figure ��� and determining all the node�in�
region inclusions �that stand for the corresponding
applicable vertex � face pairs�� and the convex arcs
intersections �applicable edge pairs�� Once the ap�
plicable feature pairs have been found� determin�
ing the edge � face candidates for �rst intersection
is straightforward� as mentioned above�

Figure �� Overlay of the SFOGs corresponding to
two polyhedra in order to obtain a compact repre�
sentation that allows to determine the applicability
relationships� The SFOG of a rectangular prism
�heavy lines is superimposed on the central sym�
metric image of the SFOG of a tetrahedron �
ne
lines�

The issue is now to come up with an e�cient
algorithm to determine these node�in�region in�
clusions and intersections between arcs� In the
convex case� this can be done by exploiting the
connectivity of the representation� as described in
���
�

Connectivity� however� cannot be exploited in
the nonconvex case� concave arcs do not per�
mit a progressive exploration of the sphere� and
they give no information concerning applicabil�
ity� In other words� concave arcs are better elim�
inated� This leads towards a setting where we
have two sets of possibly disconnected arcs and
nodes� where all the intersections between the arcs
of the two sets have to be determined �as well as
the node�in�region inclusions�� and where intersec�
tions between arcs belonging to the same set may
exist� This can be solved by means of a spherical
sweep� as explained in the next section�

� Algorithms for �nding applicable

edge�face pairs

Algorithms to determine line segment intersec�
tions in the plane have been extensively studied
in the �eld of Computational Geometry� all rely�
ing on the plane sweep technique� Therefore� we
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Figure �� �a A pseudo�convex vertex� �b its lo�
cal convex hull� and �c the corresponding csr� �d
Overlapping convex subregions� and a face �that
belongs to the other polyhedron which is applica�
ble to the two vertices�

just have to adapt those algorithms to sweep a
spherical surface�

��� Brief review of plane sweep algo�
rithms

The plane sweep technique �also known as line
sweep or sweep line technique�� can be described
as follows� a sweep�line� assumed w�l�o�g� to be
vertical� is swept through the whole plane� At a
given instant� the sweep�line is intersecting some
segments of the considered set� All the segment
intersections to the left of the sweep�line have al�
ready been computed and will not be a�ected by
subsequent intersections to the right� The sweep�
line introduces in a natural way an adjacency rela�
tionship between the segments it intersects� This
allows to consider for intersection only the adja�
cent segment pairs �contrarily to the brute�force
approach which considers all possible pairings��
These adjacency relationships change each time a
segment endpoint is encountered or two segments
intersect� Therefore� the continuous sweep pro�
cess can be discretized by means of the event point
schedule� i�e�� the sequence of abscissae that cor�
respond to the segments� endpoints as well as the
intersection points� and the structure that main�
tains the sweep line status will allow for queries
concerning adjacency relationships� i�e�� segment
intersection candidates�

The problem we are facing consists in determin�

ing the intersections between arcs of two sets �say
�red� and �blue� arcs�� where arcs inside the same
set may also intersect� although we are not inter�
ested in determining these kr�r�kb�b �monochro�
matic� intersections� This restricts considerably
the type of algorithms to be considered in the
whole taxonomy of segment intersection detection
procedures �see ���
 for a description of this tax�
onomy and related references��

In ��
 an algorithm is described that reports
all kr�b red � blue �or �purple�� intersections be�
tween line segments in time O��nr

p
nb�nb

p
nr�

kr�b� log�nr � nb��� This complexity is improved

in ��
 to overall O�n��� log������� n � kr�b� time

and using O�n���� log�������� n� space� where � is
a constant � � and n � nr � nb� by applying
a divide�and�conquer strategy� This algorithm is
deterministic� using random�sampling techniques�
an expected time of O�n��� logn � kr�b� is ob�
tained ��
�

Using recently developed data structures that
allow to maintain a partial order on the
line segments� an expected time of O��n �
kr�b���n� log

� n� can be obtained in the case
where the sets of red and blue segments are con�
nected �
� If red and blue segments are grouped
into cr and cb connected components� the time be�
comes O��cbnr � crnb � kr�b� log

� n��n��� This
algorithm is not as hard to implement as the
previous one� and we have adapted it to sweep
the sphere �see ���
 for details about the algo�
rithm and its implementation�� Nonetheless� the
use and maintenance of the involved sophisticated
data structures is highly time�consuming� which
renders this algorithm less e�cient than a na��ve
strategy �described in the following section� when
applied to objects of moderate complexities as
those used in our testbed� It is worth mentioning�
though� that the savings in arc intersection tests
increases faster than the burden of data structure
management� implying that there exists a thresh�
old scene complexity beyond which the sophis�
ticated algorithm would always outperform the
na��ve one ���
�

��� Na��ve spherical sweep algorithm

It is straightforward to adapt the plane sweep
principle to the sphere� the vertical sweep�line is
replaced by a sweep�meridian� the sweep begins
at an arbitrary point �as we cannot speak of a
�leftmost� point�� and proceeds eastwards �as the
plane sweep from left to right�� As in the planar
case of line segment intersection detection� two
arcs will intersect at most at one point� and mono�
tonicity is ensured� one arc cannot intersect the
sweep�meridian at more than one point simulta�
neously�

Each time the sweep�meridian arrives at the



western endpoint of an arc a�i
� this arc is tested
for intersection with all the active arcs �i�e�� arcs
currently intersected by the sweep�meridian� of
opposite color Lc�i	� and included in the list of ac�
tive arcs Lc�i	 �c�i
 denotes the color of a�i
�� As
soon as the eastern endpoint of an arc is reached�
that arc is deleted from the active list� In this way�
every purple intersection will be detected exactly
once� A pseudo�code transcription of this simple
algorithm is presented�

Na��ve SFOG search algorithm

Preprocessing	 Order the �n endpoints e�i� by in�
creasing meridian value� Let a�i� be the arc with
endpoint e�i� and c�i� its color�

for �i � ����n do

if �e�i
 is a western endpoint then

for �all a� � Lc�i	 do

if �a�i
 � a� then

report purple intersection

endif

endfor

insert�a�i
� Lc�i	

else

delete�a�i
� Lc�i	

endif

endfor

As said before� the ��rst� endpoint is an arbi�
trary choice and� at this �rst instant� no lists of
active arcs exist� Therefore� a second sweep will
have to be performed to take into account all the
purple intersections with arcs that are still active
after the last endpoint� Figure  depicts the pur�
ple intersections that can be detected along the
�rst sweep and those which cannot be determined
if no second sweep is performed�

As for node�in�region inclusions� they are com�
puted during the same sweeping operation� each
region de�nes an interval on the sweep�line and it
has to be determined which intervals of the op�
posite color include the current endpoint� Each
interval is de�ned by the upper and lower arcs
bounding the region at every instant� Regions
begin and end at given �not necessarily all� end�
points� The regions a� say� red node belongs to
are computed by determining the blue arcs that
cut the sweep�line above this node and then �nd�
ing out if the regions underneath these arcs are
also bounded by arcs that cut the sweep�line be�
low that node�

� Experimental results

Experiments have been carried out to quantify
the bene�ts derived from the use of applicability
constraints� Algorithm A implements the testing
of all possible edge�face pairings for intersection
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Figure � Plane analogue of the spherical sweep�
Red and blue arcs are depicted as dotted and solid
segments� Some of them �a� b� c� m� n� o begin
before or at the last event point nt and end af�
ter the 
rst one n�� These segments are activated
during the 
rst sweep from e��� to e��n�� where
some purple intersections can already be detected
�marked with a small square� and their intersec�
tions with the segments that had ended before they
where generated �marked with an empty circle
can only be detected during a second sweep� Num�
bers indicate the order in which the intersections
are computed�

�the pairs of polyhedra are supposed to be dis�
joint�� and algorithm B is the implementation of
the na��ve sphere sweep algorithm� plus the inter�
ference tests on the edge � face pairs obtained�

Algorithms A and B have been tested on a set
of nonconvex polyhedra ranging from a pentahe�
dron �with only one concave edge� to an hour�glass
shaped polyhedron ���� edges� including � con�
cave ones�� The results are displayed below� Fig�
ure � shows a drastical reduction in the number
of edge � face intersection tests to perform for the
considered objects� Figure 	 displays the execu�
tion times �on a SG O� workstation� SPEC int�	
���� SPEC fp�	 	��� of algorithms A and B� as well
as the time needed by the preprocessing step of B�
We have to insist that this preprocessing has to be
done only once� Note also that in both �gures a
logarithmic scale is used�

The bene�ts of applicability constraints are not
restricted to the lowering of the computational ef�
fort of interference detection� but have also a pos�
itive e�ect on the computation of a lower bound
on the distance between the polyhedra� It is not
di�cult to prove that applicability constraints do
not eliminate all edge � face pairs that can provide
lower distance bounds� as has been done in ���
�

Besides the savings in the computational ef�
fort needed to compute this lower distance bound�
which mimics those for the interference detection
case� experimental results show an improvement
in the quality of the distance bound �Figure ��� in
the sense that this value� computed considering
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Figure �� Comparison between the total number
of elementary edge � face tests to perform without
applicability pruning� i�e� algorithm A ��� and
with a previous pruning step� algorithm B ��� in
settings that include only nonconvex polyhedra�
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Figure 	� Comparison of the execution times of al�
gorithm A ��� and algorithm B ��� with a previ�
ous pruning step �o� in settings that include only
nonconvex polyhedra�

only the candidate edge � face pairs� is in general
closer to the real distance between the polyhedra
than the lower distance bound computed consid�
ering all the edge � face pairs �in the worst case�
both values are equal��
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Figure �� Comparison of the lower distance bound
vs� the real distance between the solids� Although
the quality of the distance bound depends mainly
on the geometry of the objects� it is also clear that�
in general� the closer the objects are� the better the
quality of the distance bound obtained� In some
cases� the lower distance bounds obtained with ��
and without �o applicability pruning coincide� but
the general tendency is of a much better perfor�
mance in the former case�

� Conclusions and further research

Nonconvex polyhedra can be tested for inter�
ference in an e�cient way� without decomposing
them into convex parts� Applicability pruning is
a preprocessing step� as it is the traditional so�
lution of the convex decomposition of the original
polyhedra� but it does not increase the complexity
of the setting� as no �ctitious features are intro�
duced� Experimental evidence has been obtained
for the increment in computational e�ciency de�
rived from this pruning� interference detection
based on edge � face intersection tests performs ��
to ��� times faster if a previous selection of candi�
date pairs based on the applicability relationships
is performed� Bene�ts extend to the related issue
of computing a lower bound on the distance be�
tween the polyhedra� whose quality is improved�

The next step is the integration of the static in�
terference method in the dynamic domain� for col�
lision detection� In ���
 details were given about
such an integration� the trajectory parameteri�
zation approach to collision detection was formu�
lated in terms of the parameterized basic contact
functions and their combination in the edge � face



intersection predicate� This method� as well as
the conceptually simpler approach of multiple in�
terference detection� bene�t from the savings in
computational e�ort provided by the applicability
pruning step� But an important question has to be
addressed now� the applicability relationships are
orientation�dependent� which means that along
trajectories that entail a change in the relative
orientation of the polyhedra� new edge � face can�
didates arise� while others become no longer valid�
Therefore� one must be able to determine the in�
tervals of isoapplicability� i�e�� the ranges of rela�
tive orientations �along the trajectory� for which
the same applicability relationships hold� In the
trajectory parameterization approach� this means
to determine the values of the parameter where
these changes occur� whereas in the multiple in�
terference detection approach a discretization of
time based on isoapplicability will have to be con�
sidered� besides the standard discretization based
on distance and relative velocities� The SFOG
representation can be used to this end� the inter�
vals of isoapplicability are delimited by the rota�
tion events� each time a node of one SFOG crosses
an arc of the other one� These questions are ad�
dressed in ���
� but devising an e�cient method
for computing all the rotation events for arbitrary
changes in the relative orientation of the polyhe�
dra is still an open issue�
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